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PAU_ U_

TI_EOPERATOR

A vehicle huvil18 sensors end actuators for uohlltty and/or mnl_ulatton
controlled by a hu_n operator, end thus eMhling him to extend hlbself to
physLcaIly remote or hazardous environments,

SUPERVISORYCONTROL

A heLrsrehtcal control scheme whereby a devtce huvinR sensors, 8ctuetore
and 8 couputet, end capable of mutououous decielonmkin8 end control over short
periods end restricted conditions ie reseotelyuonltore_4 end Intetlittently operated
directly or reproRrmmed bye person.
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., to maintain. These assertions are borne out by rather ala_ing mortality

-" figures'for coemerclal divers in the North Sea.

Water turbidityand other depth-related factors my require greater

bottom-,line, thus co_unding the decompression-,line factor. ,'ridersuch

conditiorm,, a fixed-capability teleoperatortwhich sometimes is seen as too

clumsy by comparison to • human diver at shallower depths, becomes much
more attractive econoe_callyo

.. .qappily, there is progress in the development of teleoperators, and

•they are becoming less clumsy. In_1_oction and manipulation tasks which
s.t_plycould not be accomplished a few years ago are now achievable, due

to steady progress in the design of video systems, mechanical valves and
actuators, etc. For the inmediate future, however, the primary technolog-
ical factor which is changing the prospects for undersea teleoperation is

the Computer.

Circa 1970 divers seemed to have the edge on n_nned work-vehicles with

manlpulator8 in terms of maneuverability, manipulation, tactile sensing,
and covertness. Because of smaller unmanned vehicles and eventually through_

unmanned unte_.ered vehicles, however, the diver (especially the tethered

diver) is losing his edge. Manipulatlont sensing and cognition remain the

priee_y advantages for the diver, but the computer is changing these also.

The comparison between teleoperators and manned subeersibles is more
clear-cut. The fact is that television cameras can now "see" with less

light tha.nthe human eye, and new sonic imaging systems can see through

densely turbid waters where neither human vision nor video can function, d

Spatial resolutlon or :,ideocan be made to approximate that of the eye by

focusing. Present advantages of manned subamrsibles or teleoperators as
work vehicles (neglecting for the moment personnel rescue) are: steropsls

for close-up objects, and the ability of a human observer with a wide angle
of vlew to keep track of the relative location of different objects. As

the coemmicatlon channel improves, to the point where the manipulator
itself is the limiting factor, a man in a submersible can control manlpu-

lators or video pan-tilt controls Just as well a_ a man on the surface.

The ma_or difference remaining between menned submerslble and teleoperator

are.then cost and safety, as with the diver. The p_essure vessel and llfe-

support equipment make the manned submersible much more costly than the
same vehicle without the pressure vessel and life-_.upport equipment but

with remote control instead. The factors of quality and reliability of

coemmlcation and remote control then become the key factors.

3. Why Supervisory Control of Tel_tors Underseas? Some Assertions
about the Problea.

a. Demands are increasingly stringent in te_ of depth, sensory resolu-

tion, speed and accuracy of power of response for acceeplishment of under-
sea tasks. Some of these tasks are always the same and are amenable to
fixed automation, but many are different each time they occur and therefo_

cannot be done by fixed automation.
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b. In terms of depth and skiZ1 human divers ere reaching their limits,
or when they go beyond these limits they do so at significant risk to life
and cogt in support equipment and personnel.

c. Teleoperators, i.e,,_rsibles having video and other sensors, actu-
.. ators for mobility and mnipulation, and remotely controlled by human opec-

-_, ators9 offer much,promise for extending man's flexible, adaptable, perceiv-
ing and control capabilities into remote and hazardous environments.

d_ Present teleoperatorsare quite limited in sensory capability (e.g.,In
turbid water), in manipulation capability (in speed and dexterity as compared
to human hands), and in dealing with distortion in man-machine communication

i (misorientationof teleoperator to human body, time delays and noise),

e. Computers are rapidly gettIng miler in size and power re.mdx_nt ,_

! and cheaper in cost for a given computing capability.

f. While accomplishment of one-of-a-klnd undersea tasks by intelligent
_ and cmnpletely autonomous robots may have appeal, we simply do not have

available at this time such devices or the understandIng to build such de-
vices.

g. Undersea systems, like aerospace systems, demand conservative design
_ause unreliability poses severe costs.

h. The most i_mediate and reliable approach would appear to be to add
!: modest computer aiding and "artificial intelligence" to teleoperators, re-

talnlng human sensing, motor, memory and decision capability_ at least for

i higher level planning, decision-making, and control.
i. Over a longer period of yearst as computer control and artificial in-

telligence become more sophisticatedt certain h_aan functions in teleoper-

atlon may be replaced, but greater need and demand will be placed upon
other human functions_ and in these respects the need for improved man-
computer interaction will increaser not diminish.

4. Relative,Roles of Nan and Computer. add Man-Computor O:_munica.,tt. ,o,n.i _ , . ,,l i i i i

_. In analyzing the relationshipbetween hmmn operator and computor in
_: teleoperationtit is useful to consider how htman behavi.oralcomponents,
_. through two basic forms of commnica_ion are used in four hman ..%upervisory:i ' ' | m

roles. Figure 2 sum_rlzes the situation by arrows indicating causallty
, between descriptors.

_ Comn_ndinq the co_)utor is done by either typing strings of symbols
" or pushing dedicated buttons or switches (symbolic commands) or moving a
-_. Joystick or replica controller,where there is a geometric isomorphism be-
_:_. tween control movement and its meaning (a_a!oqic commands). _ can
i also be of symbolic displays (alphanumerics) or anaZogic display_tures

or geometric dlagz,_ms).Ima_inin_(inten_almental visualization)may also
_ be symbolic or analo3ic.
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Figure 2. Relative Roles of Man and Computer
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Supervisory c0m_nds may be for p_oses of planninq information,
such as referencing computer memory or testing e potential future action
on a model; they may be for orderinq teleoperator* action; they may be
for making computer adjustments while monit.Or_g teleope_rator.action; or
they may be for intervenin9/in teleoperato r action to assume direct manual
control. Observation of displays is indicated in both the planning and
the monitoring role of the operator.

As s_._n in the fourth row, the teleoperator may be ordered to act
in two different w_ys. One Is where the man shares control with the com-
puter, i.e. the two work on the same task at the same time. The other is
where the man trades control on all or;some of the tasks, i.e. for those
t_sks he gives over cos_lete control to the computer. Intervention Beans
that the caqputer t_ades control back to the man. When control has been
traded to the computer, part of the ac_ of monltOrlng ls to observe (analoglc
and slmbolic) displays of its performance, as shown by the u_ard arrows.

The computer0s alternative operating roles when sharing eon_col with
the htman operator are relieve , i.e. do things which sake his work easier,
and extend, i.e. pushing his performance beyond where it would normally be.
When control is _aded to it the computer may _ the operator by being
ready to take over in case he failat,or it may replace him altogether.

While this taxonomy of relationships at the present has no corresp_d-
A_ quantitative theory, it has been useful to the authors in. thinking
about what Is desirable for nan-computer con_ol of teleoperators. In par-
tlcular it has helped us think through the various forms of ccmputer aiding
which ntlghtbe proc/calmed into an experimental system. And it has clarified
for us the potential of using a combination of general purpose typewriter
and dedicated on spectal-plwpose keyboard commnds (symbolic)and force-
reflecting master-slave and rate commands (analo_ic).

5. St_,SeMaN: ^ System, for Supervisory _anipulation

A brief description of a thesls by T.L. Brooks in progress at the Nan-
Kachine Systems Lab at NIT is _iven on the following pages as an crumple
of a supervisory mnipulator system. This system is called SUPERMAN. Fig-
ure 3 shows the general relationships between the multtpla inputs (keyboard,
dedicated w/s_:olic keys, and analog inputs), the computer states (STANDBY,
DEFINE, EDIT, ZX_Y_E, AND TAKZOV_R)and the control modes (RATE,
MASTER/SLAVE AND RATE, MASTER/SLAVE, and COMPUTER control).

STANDBY State - When the computer is in this state, control resides
with the main prognm and the operator. By pressing the proper button on
the control console, the user can enter a par_tcular mnual control mode
Or another computer state (see Figure 4).

Manual Ccnt:ol Node - a manual con_ol mode is the method
wh&Ch the use_ analogically interacts vlth the am. A control mode is
independent of the state_ F_: example, the control :ode might be PASTER/
$IAVE while the state is EDIg. Thee are three kinds of modes:
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a) RATE - The individual degrees of freedom are controlled

through rate commands by switches on the control console and a poten-

tlometer for rate adjustment. Both rate and resolved-motlon rate are
available.

b) MIXED MhSTER/SLhVE AND RATE - The master acts as a spring-

loaded _oystlck in the X, Y and Z axes, giving rate commands to the Xt

Y and Z axes of the slave proportional to displacement of the master, .-._
(The rate of the slave arm is then reflected in the force feedback

level which the operator feels in the master,) Both rate and resolved i

motion rate control are available. The remaining degrees of freedom, i

the left and right elevation t the azJJnuth and the end-effector are con- ._
trolled in a master/slave mode.

c) MASTER/SLAVE - The slave arm is driven to duplicate in position

the action of the master. Any force felt by the slave is reflected to

the master giving the operator force feedback (i.e. proportional to

position disparity between master and slave),

DINE - DEFINE is the primary state through which the operator enters "
a string of commands to be executed. Commands are entered by pressing i

specially dedicated buttons for each function, All of the buttons used in 4

the DEPINE state have dual functions (see Figure 4 - dual function buttons "i
are 0-15).

EXECUTE State - As the title implles, the string of commands is exe- /
cured through this state. During the execution of the cosm_nd register,

if the operator desires to take control, there are two methods available.

The operator can take innediate control: (1) by pulling on the appropriate i
control stick (i.e. the MASTER in the case of MASTER/SLAVE or MIXED -I
MASTER/SLAVE AND RATE modes or the rate switches in the RATE mode), or
(2) by pressing the STOP button (all action ceases after the STOP button

has been pressed unt21 the operator signals for continuation or return

to STANDBY). The operator can execute a string of commands which have
been saved as a task file by pressing one of the lighted TASK FILE buttons.

The operator also has the option of executing the current camand register

by pressing the EXECUTE button. This allows the operator to define a
string of ccanands and immediatelyexecute them to determine if any modi-

fications are necessary. After the operator is sure the coNnand string

performs the desired function correctly, that function can then be saved
as a task file or a named file.

.J

TAKEO_ S.tate - TAKEOVER is a transition state between control modes,
i.e. from coa_uter control to the control mode in effect before the EXECUTE

command. Special problems result during this state due to the mismatch
bebeeen the master and the slave at the time of the takeover. The diamond

in Figure 3 signifies that after the slmtch has been dissolved, the op-
erator has the option of moving into the STANDBY state or continuing the
EXECUTION state,

The detailed meanings of the DEFINE buttons 0-15 a_e given below:
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BUTTON

Number Command

0 END

Ftnal commandused to signal completion of DEFINEstate.

1 SAVE
l

Used to save the commandregister on the disk as either
a task file or a namedftle. A task file can be recalled
o_ly by one of eight buttons in the STANDBYstate, whereas
a namedfile is saved under a user-designated title and
can only be recalled by the samenamethrough the GETbut-

ton (6) in the DEFINEstate.
2 EDIT

i The EDITcommandallowsthe user to modify the command
register.The followingoptionsare availablethroughthe
keyboardafterenteringthe EDIT state;

a) CHANGEA LINE
b) INSERTA LINE
c) DUPLICATEA LINE
d) DELETEALINE

3 2ND

Used to enter the second function of dual commandkeys.
The first function of each key is printed in black letters
above the button. The second function is written below
the button in gold letters. To enter a second function
command,press the 2ND key and thenthe desiredsecondcom- ,
mand.

4 ERASELASTLINE [ERASE]

Used to erase the lastentryin the commandregister,t

i S GET

Used to retrieve a namedcommandfile from the disk.
_ GET asksfor the nameof the command file to be recalled

and thenlocatesthe file,reads it intothe commandregister
(andreturnsto DEFINEstate)

e

6 RESET

Used to initializethe necessaryinternalvariablesand the
_ commandregisterto zero. ,_

_
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7 THROUGHPATH [TPATH]

Records the present position of the arm for use in EXECUTE
as a through point. (A through point is a position which
the operator desires the arm to move through without stop-
ping, i.e. non-zero velocity point.)

8 INCREMENT(DOF) (XXXX)

Makesan incrementalmotionin the desireddegreeof "'"
freedomby a selectedvalue. The user entersthe INCREMENT

• command,thenthe degreeof freedom(DOF),adjuststhe
desiredincrement(XXXX)throughthe potentiometerand
pressesthe READ POT VALUEbuttondirectlybeneaththe

potentlometer.
9 IF (DOF)FORCE.GT.

EXECUTENEXTCOMMAND
If the force level in the desired degree of freedom
(DOF) is greater than the level set by the operator (XXXX)
the following commandis executed. If the force level is
less than the level set by the operator, the commandimmedi-
ately followingthe IF FORCE,GT.statementis skippedduring
execution. The user entersthe IF FORCE.GT.command,then
t_,adesireddegreeof freedom,adjuststhe forcelevelthrough
the potentiometer.

l
I0 GRASPWITH FORCE (XXXX) [GRASP]

The userentersthe GRASPcommandand adjuststhe force
levelthroughthe potentiometer.

11 DISCRETEPATH [DPATH]

Recordsthe presentpositionof the arm for use in
EXECUTEas a stoppingpoint. Duringexecution,the
slavearm is Roved from its currentpositionto
the recordedpositionwith zero finalvelocity.

12 LABEL(XXXX)

Labels a position tn the commandregister which can be
returned to through a GOTOcommand. The user presses the
LABELbutton and then the number(XXXX) of the desired

i. label.
r
#

13 GOTO(XXXX)

_ GOTOis a conditional commandwhich moves to label (XXXX),
_ unless the operatorsignalsduringexecutionto changethe

i branchto (YYYY)by pressinga differentbutton. To enterthe commandthe operatorpressesthe GOTO buttonand then
_ the number(XXXX)of the labelto whichGOTO shouldbranch.
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14 OPEN

Open jaws•

15 CONTINUOUSPATH [CPATHJ

Records the position of the master manipulator every 0.1
secondfor use in EXECUTE•A continuous path is achieved
by interpolating between the'recorded positions•

2ND- 0 ABSOLUTE

Informs the execution compiler that the commandregtster
ts to be executed exactly as recorded (see RELATIVE). The
user enters the absolute commandby pressing the 2NO
button (#4) and then the ABSOLUTEbutton (#0).

2ND- 1 RELATIVE

Informs the execution compiler that the positions in the
" commandregister are to keep the samerelattve displacement

with respect to each other, but are to be transfomed so
that the ftrst position following the RELATIVEcommand
corresponds to the position of the slave at the time of

i execution• A RELATIVEcommandcan be cancelled by an
) ABSOLUTEcommand,with the result that on!y the positions
_ between the RELATIVEand ABSOLUTEcommandsare transformed.
_i The user presses the 2N5 button (#4) and then the RELATIVEf
i button (#1) to enter the commandin the register.

2ND- 2
through

2NO- 15 not assigned•

_ As an example program consider a string of commands to take a nut off
_ of a bolt and put it in a box• This program can be broken down into two

major sections, one removes the nut and the other places it in the box•
_ Since the user would prefer one nut removal program to be used for all nuts

regardless of the orientation of the nut, a RELATIVEcommandshould obviouslybe the first commandin the register (the P_LATIVEcommandand ell of the
_ following commandsare briefly described under DEFINE) The entire command
) register for the nut removal program would be as follows. The following

I general formats will be followed throughout this example:

_! [ BUTTON PUSH]

(eOT_J)INCS)
"KEYdOARDCO_4A_S"

i COMPUTERREPLIES.
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1 [_T_VE] i
2 [LASEL][1] f
3 [DPATH] Place the slave on a nut and record !

that position by pressing the DPATH 1
button. !

. ._
!

4 [GRASP](200)
5 [DPATH] Turn the end effector 180" and record °'

the position.

6 [INCREMENT][Y] (300) Increment the slave by 300 counts in the {
direction that would pull the nut off, 1

7. [IF FORCE.G'_'.][¥] (I00) If the force is greater than I00 in the !
Y direction, the nut is still on the i
bolt, therefore execute the next i
command,

8 [GOTO] [2]
q,

9 [GOTO] [3] If the force had been less than 100 in
the Y direction, the nut is free and
this comuand would be executed.

I
10 [LABEL][2]

11 [INCREMENT][Y] (-300) Re_u_il the arm to position before
incrementing in #6.

12 [OPEN] Release the nut.

'13 [GOTO] [1] Return to lABEL 1 and continue turning
the nut.

14 [lABEL] [3] End of the first part of task - nut
is off.

[SAVE] "NUT-OFF' Save command register as the named
file "NUT-OFF" (typed in at the keyboard).

The second part of the task requires the manlpulator to place the nut _
in a box. The entire command register for the program to put the nut in the
box would be as foUows:
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1. [ABSOLUTE] The box vould always be in the same
place.

2 [TPATH] Move the slave to a position Just over
and above the outside edge of the box
and record this position by pressing
the TPATH button.

3 [DPATH] Move the slave to a position over the
center of the box and record the '"

position.

4 [OPEN]

5 [TPATH] Enter same position as in #2 by

duplicating llne 2. ._

[SAVE] "NUT-IN-BOX"

At this point the operator could call either program and execute it.
The NUT-OFF program vould simply take the nut off and return control to the
operator as soon as the nut was free. But the present status of each file
(i.e., a named file) requires that the operator type in each name to
obtain the file to execute it. If the operator performs the: follovinS q
commands the file will be saved as a task file which is immediately executed at
the touch of a button:

[GET] "NUT-OFF" J

_. [GET] "N_T-IN-BOX"

The computer viii reply by stringing the cvo files together as one file.
i Then enter:

[SAVE] "TASK-FILE"

and press the button which will retrieve the file (e.g., button #I). To
re:ova a nut and put It in the box the operator simply presses the same
button, the execution compiler transforms the first half of the register
relative to the position of the slave at the instant the button is pressed
and then executes the program. After the nut is removed and placed in the
box the slave returns to the operator's position and the computer relinquishes
control.


